
Heavy-Duty Wheel Rake

SR 800 SpeedRake®
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The SR 800 SpeedRake® wheel rake is the latest machine to join KUHN's highly trusted rake lineup. All of the rake wheels on the SR 800 are 
vertically angled at 8.7°, allowing the crop to be lifted off of the ground and transitioned easily from wheel to wheel for a well-formed, uniform 
and fluffy windrow. With its easily expandable design, the rake beam can increase from 17 to 19 rake wheels, thus increasing working widths 
from 27' to 29 ½'. The simple folding design of the SR 800 allows the operator to extend the frame and angle the rake beam to match up 
with a variety of mower widths and windrow styles to fit any type of operation. The ground pressure on the rake wheels can also be easily 
adjusted on each beam to get the best crop pickup for a clean looking field.
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HEAVY-DUTY FRAME WITH 
60" RAKE WHEELS

The powder-coated frame is built with 
heavy-duty components to ensure a long 
service life when running in rough field 
conditions and over pivot tracks.

STANDARD TANDEM AXLE AND 
WINDGUARDS

Tandem axles provide improved 
performance in difficult field and crop 
conditions. The windguards provide 
notable raking performance benefits, 
helping ensure a smoother crop flow and 
a more uniform windrow than wheel rakes 
without windguards.

EXPANDABLE DESIGN

Operators can easily expand the rake beam 
from 17 to 19 wheels to achieve a wider 
working width in the field.

OPTIONAL IN-CAB ELECTRONIC 
CONTROL BOX

With only one hydraulic valve, users are 
able to fold and unfold the rake, raise and 
lower the rake wheels, and adjust the 
beam angle to get the desired working 
width while never having to leave the 
comfort of the tractor.

RIGHT AND LEFT RAKE WHEEL 
GROUND PRESSURE ADJUSTMENT

This single-point, adjustable, toolless stop 
on the right and left sides increases or 
decreases the machine's ground pressure. 
It also puts the operator in control to adjust 
the ground pressure, based on crop volume 
and conditions, to incorporate less dirt and 
ash into the windrow.

RAKE WHEEL ANGLE

All of the rake wheels are angled 8.7° 
allowing the crop to be lifted off of the 
ground and flow easily from wheel to wheel 
to create a uniform, fluffy windrow.

KUHN NORTH AMERICA, INC. 
Corporate Headquarters
1501 West Seventh Avenue - Brodhead, WI 53520
Phone: (608) 897-2131 Fax: (608) 897-2561
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Technical Specifications Heavy-Duty Wheel Rakes

SR 800 - 17 Wheel SR 800 - 19 Wheel
Minimum Working Width 10' (3 m)
Maximum Working Width 27' (8.2 m) 29'5" (9 m)
Minimum Windrow Width 4' (1.2 m)
Maximum Windrow Width 6' (1.8 m)
Transport Length 28'3" (8.6 m) 32' (9.8 m)
Transport Width 12'4" (3.8 m)
Number of Rake Wheels 17 19
Rake Wheel Diameter 60" (1.5 m)
Tine Diameter 9/32" (0.8 cm)
Tire Size 9.5L - 15, 8-ply rating
Weight 6,170 lbs. (2,799 kg) 6,574 lbs. (2,982 kg)
Minimum Power Requirement 80 hp (60 kW)

Information given in this document is only for informational purposes and is non-contractual. Our machines are 
in compliance with North American safety standards. In our literature, and for improved illustration of certain 
details, some safety devices may not be in operating position. When operating these machines, these devices 
must be operated in accordance with the requirements indicated in the operator’s manuals and assembly 
manuals. We reserve the right to change any designs, specifications or materials listed without further notice. 
Machines and equipment in this document can be covered by at least one patent and/or registered design. 
Trademarks cited in this document may be registered in one or several countries.
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